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Numerous market disruptions over the past decade, along with resulting volatility, caused  
institutional investors to re-evaluate their asset allocations. This re-evaluation is closely paired 
with increased risk management, which has become ever more important due to the global 
financial crisis and the ongoing European sovereign debt crisis. Data compiled from Northern Trust’s 
Investment Risk and Analytical Services universe illuminates asset allocation trends and challenges 
over this volatile decade. 

Data strUCtUre
Northern Trust’s universe is segmented into distinct U.S. institutional investor segments: ERISA, 
not for profit (NFP), and public funds. This provides a window into the specific behavior of each 
segment. The structure of these segments as of September 30, 2011 was:
■■ erisa 

 — $248 billion in plan assets
 — 114 plans

■■ nFP
 — $125 billion in plan assets
 — 113 plans

■■ Public Funds
 — $267 billion in plan assets
 — 41 plans 

Additionally, the ERISA universe contains an “ERISA over $1 billion” carve-out that isolates  
the behavior of the largest corporate pension plans. The structure of this universe as of  
September 30, 2011, was:
■■ erisa over $1 Billion

 — $228 Billion in plan assets
 — 56 plans 

While the “ERISA over $1 billion” universe contains only 49% of plans in Northern Trust’s total 
ERISA universe, its plan assets comprise 92% of total ERISA plan assets. Therefore, its results 
dominate composite asset allocation figures and returns.

A s s e t  A l l o c A t i o n  t r e n d s  &  c h A l l e n g e s

An evaluation of changing asset allocations from 2001 to 2011.

“The chaos of 2008 and early 2009 yielded to relative financial stability and modest 
economic recovery in 2010; however, market volatility and regulatory reform continue to 
pressure asset managers in 2011.”i 

      — PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
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sHiFting gLOBaL eQUitY miX
Across the universe base, the allocation to U.S. equity decreased from 50% of total assets in 2000 to 
only 32% of total assets as of June 30, 2011. Conversely, the allocation to non-U.S. equity portfolios 
has increased, indicating that investors have shifted allocations away from home country biases.

Historically, U.S. investors looked to international equities to provide portfolio diversification. 
However, as the recent global recession demonstrated, the correlation between U.S. and non-U.S. 
equities has increased.

Although institutions have been moving assets to global markets, emerging markets still  
represent an underweight in overall equity investment programs.ii The final two spaces of the  
investable international opportunity set are frontier markets and dedicated non-U.S. small  
cap mandates; neither of these spaces currently constitutes a measurable portion of  
Northern Trust’s universe.
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FigUre 1: aLL FUnDs COmPOsite asset aLLOCatiOn

FigUre 2: erisa COmPOsite asset aLLOCatiOn
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FigUre 4: nOt FOr PrOFit COmPOsite asset aLLOCatiOn

steaDY FiXeD inCOme aLLOCatiOn
Institutional plans have maintained a fairly steady fixed income allocation over the last decade. 
Northern Trust’s universe exhibited a modest increase in total institutional fixed income assets 
from 27% in 2000 to 30% in 2011.

Notably, the makeup seems to have evolved from a core to more of a longer-duration approach, 
though this is difficult to quantify due to the heavy use of commingled funds within institutional 
plans. On the non-U.S. side, though there have been increasing allocations to emerging markets 
debt, non-U.S. fixed income allocations still do not represent a material percentage of plan assets.
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grOWing aLternatiVes aLLOCatiOns
Alternative assets have become mainstream over the past decade. Within Northern Trust’s universe, 
alternative assets are found more often within the largest plans.

Investing in alternative assets creates numerous challenges in monitoring and reporting on 
asset allocation and investment performance. These include the vehicles’ lack of transparency, the 
retrospective nature of valuations, and the added time needed to gather the appropriate information  
compared to more traditional or public market asset classes. In particular, the valuations lag time in 
private equity makes it difficult to manage liquidity, rebalance and accurately measure performance.

Private Equity Allocations
Challenges within the private equity space include:
■■ transparency – The structure of the vehicles can be difficult to “see through” in order to 

determine which assets are held.
■■ retrospective Valuations – Valuations often are issued with a lag of one quarter or longer.
■■ mismatch between Current Cash activity and retrospective Valuations – Posting cash 

activity on a current basis and updating valuations on a lagged basis leads to incorrect  
performance measurement.

■■ accounting treatment of expenses – Expenses are capitalized onto the asset base and not 
paid from the accounts using cash. This makes it difficult to identify the total fees paid for  
the investment.

■■ Performance Benchmarking – There is a lack of readily available, understandable benchmarks. 

Despite the challenges of this asset class, Northern Trust’s universe reflects a substantial increase 
in allocation to private equity mandates. Specifically, institutional plan assets in this class rose 
from 3.5% in 2000 to 8% in mid-2011. This is despite the fact that the global private equity market 
remains well below pre-crisis levels, as measured by deal activity and values, though the market is 
showing signs of improvement. In 2010, the number of U.S. deals increased by almost 40%.iii  

Hedge Fund Allocations
Challenges within the hedge fund space include:
■■ transparency – Similar to private equity, the structure of these vehicles can be difficult to “see 

through” in order to determine which assets are held.
■■ retrospective nature of Final Valuations – Final valuations are often not available until late 

in the following month.
■■ accuracy of estimated Valuations – While estimated valuations are normally available 

earlier in the month, the potential for estimation errors could result in inaccurate valuations 
and performance measurement.

■■ Performance Benchmarking – The vast universe of potential benchmarks can be daunting. 

Allocations to hedge funds have also increased over the past decade as investors explore the risk/
return benefits of this asset class. The universe showed essentially no investment in hedge funds 
in 2000, yet as of June 30, 2011, 5.1% of assets are now held in hedge fund mandates. According 
to external sources, hedge fund assets have returned to levels last seen before the September 2008 
height of the financial crisis.iv 

Alternative assets have 
become mainstream over 
the past decade. Within 
Northern Trust’s universe, 
alternative assets are found 
more often within the  
largest plans.
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Real Estate Allocations
Challenges within the real estate space are similar to those in the private equity and hedge fund 
spaces, though this can vary with the type of vehicle structure employed (e.g., limited partnership 
or commingled fund).

Real estate as a percentage of total assets remains modest and has not fluctuated much over 
the past decade. A total of 3% of public fund assets are invested in real estate, while less than 1% 
of ERISA and NFP assets are invested in this asset class.

CasH aLLOCatiOns FLat
Given the liquidity crunch from the credit crisis, one might expect plans to be holding an 
abundance of cash. However, based on our universe results, institutional funds across segments 
are not holding any more cash than they did at the end of 2000. The results do show, however, 
a contraction in the cash percentage of assets during the middle and late 2000s, suggesting the 
perceived increase in cash allocations today are simply a return to the practices of the beginning  
of the decade.

For instance, the ERISA universe reflected a 2.6% allocation to cash in 2001, a drop to 1.2% in 
2008, and then a subsequent rise back to 2.6% in 2010. The NFP universe shows a similar trend, 
with cash representing 4.6% of assets in both 2000 and in 2010.

Possible Reasons
The relatively muted return to pre-crisis cash levels may be attributable to the basic investment 
structure of the fund. Cash does not earn any material return in an investment program. For this 
reason, clients typically do not look at cash as an “investment.”  Though cash can provide an easy 
means of creating a defensive position in a down market, most investors do not want to make 
tactical decisions around cash in their overall portfolios.

Another possible reason could be that elevated alternative investments and related capital call 
activity have demanded more funding from the cash account than a decade ago. To the degree 
that this is the case, the average cash balance throughout any given month would have been 
higher than our year-end data, once all calls had been funded.

A final possible explanation for flat cash allocations may simply be that cash is not normally 
part of a fund’s strategic asset allocation. Because strategic asset allocation drives investment 
allocation decisions amongst types of mandates (e.g., equity, fixed income, etc.), any given fund’s 
decision-making may be constrained by the strategic asset allocation in its governing documents.

FrOntier markets – imPrOVing PrOsPeCts
Among the least explored pieces of the investable international opportunity set are frontier  
markets. An overdependence on the home country for equity investments can expose a portfolio 
to greater concentration risk. Investments in less-developed international markets face risks due to 
the lack of infrastructure and safeguards that investors are accustomed to in established markets.

Liquidity, once a major problem in frontier markets, has improved significantly. Fewer barriers to 
entry and more accessibility to markets have attracted investors, helping this asset class become 
more liquid.v Frontier markets posted strong returns in 2010, with the MSCI Frontier Markets 
Index posting an 18.3% return, beating both developed and emerging markets.vi    

  

Given the liquidity crunch 
from the credit crisis, one 
might expect plans to be 
holding an abundance 
of cash. However, based 
on our universe results, 
institutional funds across 
segments are not holding 
any more cash than they  
did at the end of 2000. 
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Frontier markets posted 
strong returns in 2010, 
with the MSCI Frontier 
Markets Index posting  
an 18.3% return, beating 
both developed and 
emerging markets.

sHiFting asset aLLOCatiOn BY segment
Clearly, different universe segments have different investment objectives when setting strategic 
asset allocations. These considerations influence the various plan structures and exisiting asset 
allocations across the universes. 

Overall, the three segments exhibited similar asset allocation decisions for U.S. equity, but dif-
ferent decisions for fixed income investing. Non-U.S. equity decisions were slightly different 
among the plans.

ERISA
ERISA plans’ asset allocation decisions are driven by the obligation to fund future liabilities to 
pension beneficiaries. Recent legislation (i.e., Pension Protection Act) added interim funded 
status targets into the plan sponsor decision making process. It is not surprising that the nature 
of ERISA fixed income programs has become decidedly more long in duration as plan sponsors 
look to better match future liabilities.

Not for Profit
NFP funds exhibited the highest level of change in asset allocations over the last decade. Their 
allocation to alternative assets increased from 11.1% in 2000 to 40.3% in 2011. Meanwhile, their 
allocation to U.S. equity decreased significantly, from 46% in 2000 to 24% in 2011.

Public Funds
Public funds have been by far the slowest to adapt to new ideas and trends in the investment 
landscape. Their current asset allocations are the least changed of the three segments since 2000.

sOCiaLLY resPOnsiBLe inVesting anD  
enVirOnmentaL, sOCiaL anD gOVernanCe 
The topic of Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) has been talked about but not acted upon. 
There appears to be growing demand for these types of mandates, but the lack of investor familiarity 
leads to a hesitancy to develop and manage those strategies.

FigUre 2: tHe FrOntier market COUntries
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Includes those countries included in the MSCI Frontier Index, the S&P Frontier Index and the S&P Select Frontier Index and the 
S&P Extended Frontier 150 Index.
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Overall, risk mitigation  
has become a priority in all 
segments of the institutional 
marketplace. The desire to 
achieve strong investment 
returns while managing 
volatility is key.

We have seen a proliferation of off-the-shelf offerings in the market and are cautiously optimistic 
that demand will continue to grow in the United States. While other countries are well-versed 
in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) and green investing, experts observe that the U.S. 
is only in the first stage of adopting these types of mandates. vii 

LiQUiDitY COnCerns
As noted previously, investors across our universe have returned to the cash allocation levels 
previously seen in 2000 after a sustained period of lower cash balance allocations. Furthermore, 
investors have been reallocating capital in order to generate cash to pay benefits, grants and expenses.

For instance, investors have reduced U.S. equity exposure and used a portion of those proceeds 
to fund benefit payments within their pension plans. Investors also are looking to overlay and 
beta management strategies in an effort to control risk while increasing liquidity. Lastly, the 
increased presence of commingled and mutual fund vehicles supports the need for efficient 
withdrawal of cash without costly transition events.

inCreaseD aWareness anD mOnitOring OF risk
In the post-Lehman world, institutional plans are more cognizant of risks within their plan 
structures. Overall, risk mitigation has become a priority in all segments of the institutional 
marketplace. The desire to achieve strong investment returns while managing volatility is key.

One result is a move to separately managed accounts for fund of hedge funds portfolios. This allows 
the investor to better understand the investments or funds that are held within the larger product.

Another focal point is counterparty risk. Investors now understand the impact counterparty risk 
can have on their portfolios and are increasingly interested in the details of derivative holdings.

Downside risk measures as well as tail risk strategies have also entered board room discussions. 
Investors now seem willing to sacrifice some upside exposure for better downside protection.
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*Sources: Developed Intl Small Cap, Standard & Poors EMI World ex U.S.; EAFE, MSCI Barra; Emerging Market Small Cap, Standard & Poors EMI Emerging Markets; 
Frontier, BMI Frontier; Russell 2000, Russell Investments; S&P500, Standard & Poors.viii
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tax matters, it is not intended to be used and cannot be used by a taxpayer for the purpose 
of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. For more information about this notice, 
see http://www.northerntrust.com/circular230.

differences across segments
Over the last decade, significant changes in asset allocation have occurred in both the ERISA  
and NFP universes. Conversely, the public fund universe has not seen significant changes.

NFP plans are widely viewed as leading edge in embracing new investment trends, and the last 
ten years support this view, with NFP allocations to alternative assets more than tripling during 
this timeframe. While ERISA plans have not seen as significant a shift into alternative assets, the 
trend is still evident. Because most of the funding for these increases has been sourced from U.S. 
equity, the overall risk profile of ERISA and NFP plans has changed materially.

for more information
To learn more about Northern Trust’s Investment Risk and Analytical Services and the  
Northern Trust universe, please contact your relationship manager.
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